
 

 
The N.E.S.T Meditation is an important and foundational tool that Jayson has created for you to 
come back into connection with yourself within minutes. It can be used as a fast-track method to 
calm down during a fight and do a quick inventory of your inner world. This is a basic meditation 
that's going to help you be more aware of yourself and more okay with your experience.  

 

 
Find a seated position, or you could be laying down for this but you want to be in a position where 
you can relax.  

 
Relax your shoulders (this is better done being upright) but if you're lying down you want to lay on 
your back with your knees up, and if you're seated you want to sit on a stool or a meditation 
cushion so you're not slouched. You want to keep the front of our body available to track.  

 
Go ahead and close your eyes, or you're welcome to keep them open if that helps you go inside 
more.  
 
 

 
We need to think about a nest. A nest holds a little egg, a fragile little baby, and you're trying to 
create a nest for your experience.  
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Start with an acronym N.E.S.T. and at the end add R to the acronym. N.E.S.T.R.  
 

 
 
Stands for number. 
 
 

Immediately check in with a number or charge that you are feeling right now between the 
numbers 0 to 10 
 
10 means that you are really triggered and upset. 
 
0 means that you have no trigger or upset, and you're availbale for love and connection right 
now. 
 
5 typically means you're somewhere in the middle.  
 
Usually below a 5 means you are more in your heart, more in your body, whilst usually if you're 
above a 5 you're not in your heart but more in your head and you're more afraid.  
 
Pick a number right now between 0 to 10 on that trigger scale. That’s the number - N. 
 

 
 
Stands for emotion.  
 
 

Look for an emotion. Are you sad, happy, scared, joyful, resentful, frustrated etc. Look for those 
kinds of emotions.  
 
Label the emotion: I feel kind of happy.I feel calm. I feel anxious. I feel sad.  
 
Pick your emotion right now.  
 
 
 

 
 
Stands for sensation.  
 
 

This is a really important one.  
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Look for sensations in your body.  
 
Sensations in your body are things like: hot, cold, butterflies, your pulse in your blood -  that's a 
sensation.  
 
A headache could be a sensation. Physical pain could be a sensation. Physical discomfort could 
be a sensation. Those are all sensations.  
 
Often when we have an emotion like anxiety, we might feel sensations in our chest, for 
example: I can feel tingling in my chest or tension moving towards the centre of my chest or 
heat radiating up the back on my shoulders.  
 
You want to put a label on what kind of sensation you are experiencing right now.  
 

 
 
Stands for thought.  
 

 
Where is your mind right now? What is the content of your mind chatter right now? 
 
Are you thinking about work? Thinking about your ex girlfriend? Thinking about your husband 
and what he did yesterday? 
 
Is your mind chatter running stories about your ex partner?  
 
Where is the content on your mind? 
 
We are not trying to get rid of the content or trying to change it. We are just noticing it right now.  
 
Eventually if you do this enough, thinking becomes a way to steer your thinking towards 
resolving an issue going on in your relationship. So you use your mind and your thoughts to 
have self enquiry and go inside to think: 
 
What is my part? 
What is their part? 
What can I take responsibility for in the fight that just happened? 
 
Eventually we use this N.E.S.T mediation to think our way into a better outcome. 
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Unlike traditional mediation (where you're trying not to think) We're definitely thinking and we are 
not trying to stop our thoughts.  
 

 
 
Stands for resource.  
 

 
In trauma therapy they teach you how to find a resource in your body. 
 
At any given moment, we have a resource inside of our body, even if we are a 10 on the trigger 
scale, otherwise we wouldn't be able to function. We would be hospitalized and you would have 
some kind of psychotic break if you couldn’t find a resource, so because that is not you, you're 
resourced somewhere --- so find it 
 
Where is your resource?  
 
Is it in your back?  
 
Is it in your forehead?  
 
Do you feel your butt on your chair as a resource right now? 
 
Is it in your feet that carry you around on the earth? 
 
Is it your knees that feel strong because you just got done working out? Perhaps your heartbeat 
feels strong so that feels like resource.  
 
Your inhale and exhale, your breath, can be a resource.  
 
 
Remember, in any given moment whether you're triggered or you're happy or you have a little 
tension in your relationship life, you can do this short meditation to just check in with where 
you're at. It's doing an internal inventory.  
 
What's happening inside and then you can sum it up. Sum the whole thing up in a headline. 
Kind of like a news headline, where you say to your partner or friend, “Hey, i'm about a 6. I'm 
angry and I feel that in my throat and in my jaw. I’m thinking about our conversation from 
yesterday and that’s why I feel angry, and I feel resource in my heart because i'm having the 
courage to talk to you about it.  
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That's your  headline that you share with your friend in a check in. Then they say back their nest 
and their check in. Now the two of you have a quick snapshot of where you're at at any given 
moment. 
 
Notice that when you move through your day, your nest mediation can look very different. You 
can change in 5 mins or in an instance or in an hour later --- just notice that and use the 
mediation to see where you are at, at any given moment.  
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